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ABSTRACT 
The singular pairs of n × n matrices [those satisfying det (A -  hB)=-0] form a 
closed set of coclimension  + 1 inside the space of all matrix pairs. The same holds for 
singular symmetric pairs. For Hermitian pairs, the singtdar ones form a closed set of 
codimension n + 1 or n + 2 according as n is odd or even. The irreducible components 
of these closed sets are determined by various basic singtdar summands. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A pair of n × n matrices (A, B) is called singular if every possible linear 
combination of the two is singular; that is, det(A - ~B) should be identically 
zero for an indeterminate k. The simplest examples occur when A and B 
share a row or column of zeros, but there are also more complicated singular 
pairs whose structure was first analyzed by Kronecker. A more precise 
analysis is possible if the matrices are self-adjoint, and this analysis was also 
worked out by Kronecker. Classical textbooks present the reduction of 
singular pairs to a standard form [4, 6]. But so far as I can find, no treatment 
of the subject has addressed one very naRtral question: just how likely is it 
that a pair of matrices hould be singular? More precisely, in the space of all 
pairs of matrices, what is the codimension of the collection of singular pairs? 
This is the question answered in the present paper, first for pairs in general 
and then for symmetric and Hermitian pairs. A closely related question has 
recently arisen in quantum physics, and it will be answered as a corollary. 
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Before the theorems are proved, something must be said about the 
concept of "dimension." A reader interested only in the real case can take this 
word in its usual geometric sense. But the proofs are purely algebraic, which 
suggests (correctly) that the theorems are true for matrices over other fields as 
well. In that generality we must use an algebraic definition of dimension. This 
does not involve anything very fancy, but the ideas seem not to be widely 
known outside algebraic geometry. Readers may therefore wish to glance 
through the brief account hat forms the rest of this section. A more complete 
exposition at this same level can be found for instance in the first part of [5]. 
We begin with the space k r of r-hlples from an infinite field k. A subset of 
k r is closed (in the Zariski topology) if it is the set of common zeros of some 
polynomials. For example, the condition det (A -  ~B)-= 0 on n × n matrix 
pairs says that the coefficients of ~0 ~l, ~2 .. . . .  ~n in the determinant must all 
be zero. Each of these coefficients is a polynomial in the entries of A and B, 
and thus the singular matrix pairs are a closed set in k 2"2. In the real or 
complex case, Zariski-closed sets are closed in the usual sense, but the 
converse is far from true. Still, the Zariski-closed sets always satisfy the axioms 
needed for defining a topology, and the usual topological terminology can be 
used. 
A subset of k r is irreducible if it is not the union of two relatively closed 
proper subsets. This is equivalent o saying that every nonempty relatively 
open subset (in the Zariski topology) is dense. For example, k r itself is 
irreducible. More generally, suppose q~: kr - *k  s is a polynomial function 
[which means that each coordinate of cp(x) is given by a polynomial in the 
coordinates of x]; then the closure of cp(k r) will be irreducible. Not all closed 
sets are irreducible, but each one is a finite tmion of maximal irreducible 
subsets called its irreducible components. For example, the closed set where 
xy = 0 in k 2 decomposes into two components, the line x = 0 and the line 
y = 0. We shall see later that the set of singular matrix pairs has several 
irreducible components corresponding to different ypes of singularities. 
Each irreducible closed set has a dimension. This can be defined purely 
topologically as the number of steps in a maximal chain of irreducible closed 
subsets; thus the chain 
point c line c plane c - - - 
shows that k r has dimension r. This dimension can also be defined algebrai- 
cally: it is the number of coordinates that are algebraically independent when 
viewed as functions on the set. The definition extends to relatively open 
subsets, giving them the same dimension as their closures. A closed set that is 
not irreducible is of course assigned the dimension of its largest component. 
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If k is algebraically closed, then a closed set in k r defined by s polynomial 
equations will have all its components of dimension at least r - s. In other 
words, the codimension is at most s: each equation reduces the dimension by 
at most one. Thus for instance over the complex numbers we see that the 
singular pairs of matrices can have codimension at most n + 1. More gener- 
ally, let ~ : k r ~ k s be a polynomial map (with k algebraically closed), and let 
V be the closure of its image. Let U be an open set in k'. Then there is a 
smaller open set U 1 ___ U such that the fibers cp-lqg(u), intersected with U, 
have dimension r -  dimV for all u in U 1. Furthermore, the image of U 
contains an open subset of V. 
When k is not algebraically closed, dimension computations can become 
more complicated. We shall see, for instance, that the singular Hermitian 
matrix pairs for even n have codimension n + 2 instead of n + 1. But in many 
cases we can deal with such problems imply by embedding k r in ~r, where/~ 
is the algebraic losure of k. A closed set V in k" will generally not remain 
closed in/~, but its closure there will have the same dimension over/~ as V has 
over k. Hence if we extend ~: k ~ ~ k s to/~' ~/~ and find that the fibers over 
/~ have the same codimension as they did over k, then even over k that 
codimension will equal the dimension of the image. 
In our particular applications, ~0 will be some process for constructing 
singular pairs of matrices. The fiber dimension, which will be computed, will 
express the extent o which different input data give the same output. This 
will then tell us the image dimension, the size of the set produced by the 
process. 
2. THE SIMPLEST SINGULAR PAIRS 
The simplest ype of singular pair is that where A and B both have the 
same vector in their nuUspace. It will be worthwhile to treat this case 
separately, because we can use it to display the general line of attack without 
getting involved in too much computation. The first step is to put the 
singularity in a standard form. Here this simply means taking a vector v in the 
common ullspaee and turning it into e 1, the first standard basis vector. For 
this we choose any invertible matrix Q taking v to e 1. Then 
A 1 = AQ -1,  B 1 = BQ -1 
is a singular pair in which the first columns of A 1 and B 1 are zero. 
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Now we turn this analysis around to get a construction process. We start 
by considering all matrix triples (Al ,  B1, Q) where A~ and B 1 have first 
cohunn zero. This is an affine space of dimension n(n - 1)+ n(n - 1)+ n2; 
that is, it is a copy of k ~'2- 2'~, where k is our infinite base field. Oil this space 
we define a polynomial mapping to pairs of matrices (= k 2"~) by sending 
(A1, B j, Q) to (A1Q, B1Q ). Each pair thus constructed is singular, because 
the construction automatically gives a common nullspace vector. Indeed, the 
Zariski closure of the image still consists of singular pairs, since we know the 
singular pairs form a closed set. (The pairs in the closure might however have 
singularities more complicated than merely common nullspace vectors.) By 
general theory we know that the image and its closure are irreducible sets. 
Next we restrict to an open subset of the triples. Specifically, we let U be 
the set of (A l, B 1, Q) for which Q is invertible and the lower right (n - 1)× 
(n - 1) minors of A 1 and B 1 are invertible. We should observe in passing that 
this forces the pair (A1Q, B2Q ) to have no singularity except the single 
common nullspace dimension. But our main task now is to compute the size 
of the fibers in U. Thus we want to fix some (A1, B1, Ql ) and determine how 
many other triples (A2, Bz, Q2 ) in U there are with A1Q 1 = AzQ z and 
B1Q l = BzQ 2. Clearly for any such triple we can read off A 2 and B 2 once we 
know Q2 (and the fixed A 1, B l, Q1). Thus we need to know how many Q2 will 
put A~Q~Q~ 1 and B1Q~Q~ l in the right form (first columns zero). As Qa is 
fixed, this is the same as knowing how many invertible Q will give A 1Q and 
BIQ with first columns zero. 
The later cases will require a substantial computation at this point, but in 
the present case the question is easy to settle. The condition says that Qe 1 
should be in the nullspaces of A 1 and B~. The invertibility restriction on 
minors of A 1 and B l forces Qe 1 then to be a multiple of el; and conversely, 
this suffices. Now the matrices Q with Qe 1 a multiple of e 1 are an affine space 
of dimension 1+ n(n-  1), and the invertible ones are an open set in that 
space. Thus our map from triples to pairs has fibers (on an open set) of 
dimension z - n + 1. This dimension computation remains the same over the 
algebraic closure of k, and hence it gives us the dimension of the image, 
which is what we want. 
PnoPosITION 1. Over any infinite field, the n × n matrix pairs having 
common ullspace vectors form an irreducible set. Its closure has codimension 
n + 1 inside all pairs o f  n × n matrices. 
Proof. Wehave(3n2-2n) - (n2-n+l )=2n2- (n+l ) .  • 
The transposition map on the space of pairs gives us the transposed result: 
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PROPOSITION 2. Over any infinite field, the n × n pairs ( A, B) where Atr 
and B tr have common ullspace vectors form an irreducible set with closure 
of codimension  + 1. 
An open set among our (A1, B1, Q1 ) gives A, B for which A tr and B tr do 
not have common nullspace vectors. It follows that our two closed sets of 
codimension  + 1 are distinct. This does not mean that they are disjoint; but 
since they are irreducible, their intersection must have lower dimension. 
3. THE STRUCTURE OF SINGULAR PAIRS 
Suppose now we consider a singular pair (A, B) where neither (A, B) nor 
(A tr, B tr) have common nullspace vectors. To normalize such singularities, we 
need multiplications on both sides. For each integer >/1, consider the pair of 
r ×( r  + 1) matrices 
a( r )= 8( r )= " 
o 
Then Kronecker's basic theorem, which is proved for instance in Gantmacher 
[4, Chapter 12] and Tumbull and Aitkin [6, Chapter 9], says that for our 
singular pair (A, B) we can find invertible e and Q such that (PAQ, PBQ) 
will have either the form 
0),0 
or the form 
(A'0'tr 
This theorem is also true for rectangular pairs, which are always singular. 
When we start with square A and B, the theorem indeed leads us to A 1 and B 1 
that are not square. There cannot be any common nullspace vectors, as there 
were none for A and B. Thus another block of the form (A(s), B(s)) or 
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(A(s) tr, B(s) tr) can be split off from (A 1, B1). If necessary, the process can be 
continued further. Since we have square matrices overall, there must be at 
least one block of the form (A(r), B(r)) and one of the form (A(s) tr, B(s)tr). 
By row and column interchanges (multiplication by appropriate P and Q) we 
can switch the positions of the different blocks. For later use it will be best to 
choose a form that is symmetric when r = s: 
DEFINITION. The basic square singular pair for integers r, s >t- 1 is the 
pair of (r + s + 1)×(r  + s + 1) matrices 
(o A s,tr) s,:( ° 
A(r , s )= A(r)  0 , '  B(r)  0 " 
Thus we can restate Kronecker's theorem in the following form. 
THEOaEM. A pair ( A, B) of square matrices over a field k is singular i f f  
(i) A and B have a common ulls79ace vector, or 
(ii) Atr and B tr have a common ullspace vector, or 
(iii) there are invertible matrices P and Q over k such that PAQ and PBQ 
have block decompositions of the form 
O) 
0 A t ' 0 B 1 " 
As before, we now turn this analysis into a construction process. For each 
fixed r and s the input will be two square matrices A 1 and B 1 of size 
n - (r  + s + 1) and two square matrices P and Q of size n. The output will be 
the singular pair 
(A rs  O) O) 
A=P 0 A1  Q' B=P 0 B1 Q" 
The input thus comes from a space of dimension 2(n - r - s - 1) 2 +2n 2. In 
computing the fiber dimension, we may restrict o the open set where A~, B1, 
P, and Q are all invertible. Just as before, that computation reduces to finding 
out how many P, Q there are such that multiplying by them still gives us a 
pair with the same type of block decomposition. The next section is devoted 
to finding this out. 
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4. MATRICES PRESERVING A BASIC PAIR DECOMPOSIT ION 
Throughout this section, A and B will be a fixed pair of n × n matrices of 
(A r s,0 A10) s,0  10) 
the form 
with A l and B 1 invertible. A pair of n × n matrices P and Q will be called 
admissible if P and Q are invertible and PAQ, PBQ again have the form 
A O) O) 
LEMMA 1. Any  admissible P and Q have block decompositions o f  the 
form 
p = 
9,2 3 bls+ 1 0 0 a- l I~+l 
pZ3 p 21 ai r , Q = 0 b -  1I~ . 
p31 0 paa 0 Q32 Q~ ] 
In particular, p33 and Q33 are invertible. 
Proof. We have 
Ae I = O, 
Ae 2 = es+ z = Bel , 
Aer+ 1 = er+s+ 1 = Be~, 
Ber + 1 = O. 
Thus e 1 + he 2 + • • • + Ne~÷ 1is in the kernel of A - )~B, and the invertibility 
of A 1 and B 1 guarantees that this element generates the kernel. Since 
PAQ-  )~PBQ = P(A-  )~B)Q has the same form, it has the same kernel. 
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Since P is invertible, Q must take e~ + . . .  + ~%+1 to a scalar multiple of 
itself. This gives us the form of the first r + 1 columns of Q. For i = 2 . . . .  r + 1 
we also must have 
G+i = PAQei = PAa le i = Pa IG+i, 
which gives us colunms s + 2 , . . . , s  + r + 1 of P. We can then apply this same 
argument o row vectors (or apply the same result to transposes) to get rows 
1 . . . . .  s + 1 of P and rows r +2 . . . . .  r + s + 1 of Q in the stated form. Row 
reduction of Q now will wipe out Q3~, and hence Qaa must be invertible. 
Similarly, paa must be invertible, since column reduction will wipe out pZa. • 
LEMMA 2. Consider admissible P, Q that ( in the block decomposit ion o f  
Lemma 1) have a = b = 1 and Q33 = paa = I. 
(i) There is an ( n - r - s - 1)-dimensional row vector v such that 
vB{  IA, 
Q13 = . , pZ3 = _ 
L v( B; )" 
vB{ 
vB i IAIB~ 1 
v (B  i IA , ) r  IB~1 
(ii) There is an (n  - r - s - 1)-dimensional co lumn vector w such that 
p:31= [w,  A IB[ lw  . . . . .  (A1B i l ) "w]  ' 
Q32= _ [B~'w,B[1A1B;  Iw , . . . , (B{ IAt ) "  ' S  i lu.]. 
(iii) There are constants c2,...,Cr+~+ l such that the entries in Ql2 are 
given by 
Qi, r  + l+ j  = Ci+ j" 
(iv) The entries o f  P m are then given by 
,+ l+ i  ~ - -  ) i4 - j  ,9 
(v) The values o f  v, w,  and c 2 . . . . .  Cr+~÷ 1 here can be arbitrarily pre- 
scribed. 
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Proof. Performing the block multiplication i the definition of admissibil- 
ity, we find that we get the equations 
I, i )Q l3  + pz3B1 = 0, 
i Ir) Q13+P23A1=O' 
P31(o ~ 0)~B1Q32:o 
p31( 0 ""is 0 )+A1Qa2=0'  
(°  t ( ) 
ir • Ql2 + pZl Is 
0 0 " "  0 + pZ3B1Q32 = O, 
(i Ir)Ql P21t° 0 
Suppose that v=v l ,  v z .... ,Vr+ 1 are the rows of QI3. Then the first two 
equations give us 
V21 1 • A~-I = _ pZ3 = B~-l 
t ) r+ 1 r 
These yield the stated form for Q13 and p23. A similar argument derives the 
stated form for p31 and Q32 from the third and fourth equations• Conversely, 
all expressions of these forms do satisfy the first four equations. 
The entry then in row i and column j of PZ3BIQ32 is 
- 1 i - " - lW"  [v(~, ~,) ~ ,~ ' ] ,~[ (~ l~A, ) ' l ,~ 'w]= ~ ' v(B1 a,) +' ~B; 
The (i, j) entry in PZ3A1Q32 is similarly v(B i IA1) i+ i - lB{ lw.  For brevity let 
are respectively 
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us set m( t )= v(BIlA1)t-2Bi lw. Now the (i, j) entries ill 
0 ) p21( 
• I ,  QI2, 
o 
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Thus the last two equations reduce to 
Q,,,~l+i +e~,,~, j+ m(i+j)=o, 
for 1 ~< i ~< r and 1 ~< j~< s. It is easy to see that these equations force Q,r+ t. j 
to depend only on i + j, and so we have (iii). Solving our last two equations, 
we get (iv). Conversely, it is clear that (iii) and (iv) always satisfy the last 
equations. • 
LEMMA 3. Every admissible P and Q can be written uniquely as 
P = PIPe, Q = Q2Q1, where P2, Q2 are as in Lemma 2 and Pl, Q1 have the 
f orYa 
p = t bl~+ 1 
0 
al r 
0 
0 
0 , 
p :33 
r) l = 
a Jlr+ l 0 0 
0 b 11, 0 
0 0 Q '~:~ 
Conversely, every such product is admissible. 
Proof. Lemma 1 shows that we can choose invertible a, b, p:~3, Q:3:3 in 
just one way to reduce an admissible P ,Q  to the form in Lemma 2. 
Conversely, the P1, QI of the type given will be admissible for any choices of 
A l and B 1. Hence the products PIPe, QeQx are all admissible. • 
By Lemma 2, the possible /2, Q2 form an affine space of dimension 
2(n - r - s - 1)+(r  + s). The pairs P1, Q1 obviously form an open set in an 
affine space of dimension 2+2(n- r - s -  1) 2. Thus we get the dimension 
P i , r+ l~, j ,  (~i+l,r¢ l+j '  Ps.+l i t' Ps, l~i , j+ I" 
, / 0 / 
0 ---  0 ' I 
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we need to know: 
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PBOPOSITION 3. The admissible P, Q form an open set in an affine space 
of  dimension 
2(n-  r -  s -  1 )2+2(n-  r -  s -  1 )+r  + s +2. 
5. THE CODIMENSION OF SINGULAR PAIRS 
THV.OREM 1. Let k be an infinite field. Among all pairs of n × n matrices 
over k, the singular pairs form a closed set that has exactly n irreducible 
components, each of  codimension  + 1. 
Proof. We know that the set of singular pairs is closed. Our various 
constructions give us finitely many irreducible subsets, and by Section 3 we 
know that the set of singular pairs is the union of these subsets. Hence of 
course it is the union of their closures. We also know the dimensions of these 
closures: the two from Section 2 have codimension + 1, and each one 
constructed with a basic square singular piece (A(r, s), B(r, s)) has dimension 
2(n- r - s -1 )2+2nZ- [2(n - r - s -1 )z+2(n- r - s -1 )+r  +s+2] ,  
or codimension 2n - (r + s). This follows from Proposition 3, since the fibers 
have the same dimension over k as over/~. 
What we must do now is to determine which of these sets lie in the 
closure of others. Specifically, we will show that the n sets of codimension 
n + 1 (the two from Section 2 and those with r + s = n -  1) give distinct 
irreducible components, and all the rest lie in the closure of these. We begin 
by putting on record the following lemma, which shows that we can restrict 
our attention to the case k =/~. 
LEMMA 4. Let k be an infinite field. Let qg: k p ---> k t and q~: k s ~ k t be 
polynomial maps. Then q0(k p) is in the closure of  q~(k ~) i f f  q~(/~ p) is in the 
closure of q~(k -~) inside ~t. 
Proof. Polynomial maps are continuous in the Zariski topology, and 
every k "n is dense in/~m. Hence op(k n) is dense in rp(/~n), and ~b(k s) is dense in 
~(]~s). Furthermore, the topology on k t is indeed the one induced by the 
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Zariski topology on/~t. It follows that if ~b(k ~) has cp(k") in its kt-ciosure, it 
has cp(/~v ) in its/~t-closure. The converse is equally simple. • 
Suppose now that k is indeed algebraically closed. Then, as we said in 
Section 1, each irreducible component of the singndar pairs must have 
codimension ~< n + 1. Hence .all our sets of lower dimension must be in the 
closure of those of codimension + 1. (We don't have any of higher dimen- 
sion.) It remains only to check that no one of these sets of codimension + 1 
is contained in the closnre of another one. Let W be one such set, with 
W = fp(k p) for some constmctiol, q~. We know there is an open set (: in k" for 
which the output has no singularity beyond the one prescribed, hi other 
words, cp(U) does not meet any of the other subsets we constructed. But since 
k is algebraically closed, q~(U) contains a dense open subset of the closure of 
W. Since W also has maximal dimension, ¢p(U) contains an open subset of all 
singular pairs. Thus W is not contained in the closure of our other subsets. • 
6. THE CLOSURES OF THE D IFFERENT SINGULAR TYPES 
The proof of Theorem 1 reveals one mildly surprising fact. Most pairs, of 
course, are nonsingular, so that the singular pairs are limits of nonsingular 
ones. But among the singular pairs, those with small singtdar summands tun1 
out to be in the closure of those with larger singularities. We proved this only 
indirectly, by a dimension argument, and it seems worthwhile to give a more 
detailed treatment of the question. 
Before beginning this, we should observe that the analysis of pairs with 
common nullspace vectors can be refined. We treated them separately 
because it was easier to do so, but it is also possible to analyze them in the 
style of Section 4. The basic square singular pairs involved are the (s + 1)×(s 
+ 1) matrices 
A(O,  .~, ) = . A (  ~, )~ , B (O,  .~, ) - -  " B (  s 
, 0 
The block decomposition i Lemma 1 remains correct (except hat the blocks 
p21 and p23 disappear), and all the rest of the argument stays the same. Thus 
the pairs involving (A(0, s), B(0, s)) are a set of codimension 2n-  s. In 
particular, we see here again that it is only the totally sing~dar pairs (s = n 1) 
that bring the codimension down to n + 1. The same of course is tree for the 
transposed pairs, the ones that involve basic square singular pairs 
(A(r,O), B(r, 0)). 
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LEMMA 5. Let t be any positive integer. The pairs having a singular 
summand o f  the form (A(r), B(r)) with r <~ t are a closed set. 
Proof. When we say that (A, B) has a stunmand of a certain type, we 
mean of course that some (PAQ, PBQ) will exhibit it explicitly. But for this 
lemma we do not need to mention P and Q. It is a standard fact (and easy to 
check) that (A, B) has a summand (A(r) ,  B(r))  with r ~< t fff there is a 
nontrivial element Evy  of degree ~< t in the nullspace of A - kB. That is, 
there should be vectors vo .. . . .  v t not all zero with 
Av o = O, Av 1 = Bv o . . . . .  Av t = Bvt_ l, 0 = By  t. 
In other words, the linear map from k n(t+l) to  k n(t+2) given by 
( Vo . . . . .  vt ) ~ ( Avo, Av l  - Bvo .. . . .  Avt -- Bvt 1, Bvt ) 
should have nontrivial nullspace. This in turn means that all the minor 
determinants of size n(t + 1) for this map should be zero. But the nonzero 
entries in the minors are (up to sign) entries from A and B. Thus the set of 
(A, B) where the determinants vanish is a closed set. • 
LEMMA 6. Suppose 0 <~ r + s < n -- 1. Then every pair with a summand 
o f  type ( A( r, s ), B( r, s )) is in the closure o f  the pairs with summands o f  type 
(A(r  + 1, s), B(r + 1, s)). 
Proof. Multiplications by P and Q are continuous, and hence it is enough 
to prove that every pair explicitly of the form 
(A rS,O AxO) (B rS,O 010) 
is in the closure. Among these, a dense set has A 1 invertible, and so it is 
enough to prove the result under that extra assumption. Multiplying then by 
p = A l l  ' 
we see that it is enough to prove the result for pairs of the form 
(A oS  0)( toS  0 
z t" (*) 
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Over an algebraically closed field, any matrix with distinct eigenvalues i
diagonalizable, and such matrices are dense in all matrices. In other words, 
the conjugates of diagonal matrices are dense. By Lemma 4, this remains true 
over any infinite field. Hence it is enough to prove our result for the case 
where B 1 is diagonalizable over k. But now we can still modify the pair by 
factors of the form 
(, o) ,,) 
P= 0 R '  Q=(0  R ~, ' 
Thus finally it will be enough to show that matrices of the form (*) with 
B 1 = diag(bj, b 2 .... ) are in the closure of those with the larger singularity. We 
may also assume b t 4= 0. 
We now take any e 4= 0 and modify A by inserting an entry e in place of 
the zero in column r + 1, row r + s + 2. Call this matrix At, and let B~ = B. 
The first s + 1 rows of the pair are unchanged, so it still has the same 
summand of type (A(s) tr, B(s)tr). It is easy to compute that the nullspaee of 
A - )t B e is generated by 
(1 -- b lX)(e I + )~e 2+ . . .  + ~re r F,) - e)trer~,~ * 2, 
of degree r + 1. As we mentioned in the proof of Lemma 5, the pair ( A ~, B ) 
thus indeed has a summand of type (A( r  + 1), B(r + 1)). Obviously (A, B) is 
in the closure of any set containing all (A ,  B~). • 
Transposition is continuous, and so Lemma 6 also implies that pairs with 
singular summands of type (A(s, r), B(s, r)) are in the closure of those with 
summands of type ( A( s, r + 1), B( s, r + 1)). 
THEOREM 2. Consider the set o f  pairs having singular summaruls o f  type 
( A( r, s ), B( r, s )). Its closure consists o f  all singular pairs having summands 
o f  types ( A( p , q ), B( p , q ) ) with p <~ r and q <~ s. 
Proof. Using Lemma 6 inductively, we see that all pairs of the stated 
types are in the closure. Lemma 5 and the result derived from it by 
transposition show that the collection of all these pairs is closed. • 
7. SYMMETRIC PAIRS 
We now consider pairs of symmetric matrices, assuming that our base 
field k has characteristic 4= 2. Here we have the following structural analysis. 
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THEOREM. Let ( A, B) be a singular pair of  symmetric matrices. Then 
there is an invertible P such that 
o r, O) r, 0) tr 
A1 ptr, B = P O' B x 
for some r >10. 
This strengthens the result for arbitrary pairs, not only by having r = s, 
but also by allowing us to take Q = err. It is possible to derive this symmetric 
result from the general one, but the argmnent is nontrivial, and with no more 
effort one can prove the symmetric ase directly. One proof, due in essence to 
Kronecker, can be found on p. 160 of [7]. 
Obviously we can just start with this theorem and follow the same line of 
argument hat we used before. The total space of n × n symmetric pairs has 
dimension n(n + 1). The input for a typical construction process will be 
triples P, A 1, B 1, and these form an affine space of dimension 2 + (n - 2r - 
1 ) (n -  2r). In Lemma 1 with Q=etr  we get b=a - l  and Qa3 =(ea3)tr; 
Lemma 3 then is still valid with Q1 = P~r and Q2 = p~r. In Lemma 2, the 
condition Q13 = (p31)tr shows that v = w tr, and conversely v = w tr makes Q13 
equal (p3t)tr and Q32 equal (p23)tr. (Recall that A 1 and B 1 are symmetric.) 
The remaining condition QlZ = (p21)tr says that 
ci +j = Q,. r+l +j = Pr+l +j,i = - v (B{  1A 1 )'+ j- 2B{ lw - ci+j, 
which can be solved uniquely for the q+j.  Thus the fibers have dimension 
l+(n  - 2r - 1) 2 +(n  - 2r - 1), from a and Paa and w. 
Subtracting, we see that every one of our construction processes gives an 
image with closure of dimension n z -1 .  The argument in the proof of 
Theorem 1 shows then that these sets are all distinct irreducible components 
of the singular pairs. The number of these components is [(n + 1)/2], the 
number of r >t 0 with 2r + 1 ~< n. Thus we have our symmetric result: 
THEOREM 3. Let k be an infinite field, char(k) 4: 2. Among all pairs of  
n × n symmetric matrices over k, the singular pairs form a closed set that has 
exactly [(n + 1)/2] irreducible components, each of  codimension n + 1. 
Here of course there is no analogue of Theorem 2; among singular 
symmetric pairs, singularities of each size are equally common. 
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WILLIAM C. WATERHOUSE 
In this section we fix not only our base field k but also a separable 
quadratic extension E of k. A matrix A with entries in E is called Hermitian if 
it equals its conjugate transpose, A*. For simplicity we assume still char(k) # 2. 
Then E is generated over k by some element i with i *= - i. The strncture 
theorem for Hermit ian pairs is essentially the same as for symmetric pairs: 
THEOREM. Let (A,  B) be a singular pair of  Hermitian matrices. Then 
there is an invertible P (with entries in E) such that 
0 A1  P* '  
B=p(B(o , r  ) O)  
Bl P* 
for some r >~ O. 
Readers should beware of some old books, like the first versions of 
Gantmacher and of Turnbull  and Aitken, which present fallacious proofs of 
this result in the complex Hermit ian case. (The fallacy is the assertion that 
PAQ = A 1 and PBQ = B 1 for Hermit ian A, B, A 1, B 1 imply BAR* = A 1 and 
RBR*= B l for some R; a counterexample to this is given by A = I, B = 0, 
P = I, Q = - I.) Still, it is possible to derive the result in a more complicated 
way from the one for arbitrary pairs; such a proof can be found in [8]. 
Alternatively, the Hermit ian result can be proved directly by a slight modifi- 
cation of the proof for symmetric pairs in [7]. 
We now proceed to calculate dimensions as before. The space of all 
Hermit ian pairs has dimension 2n 2. The input data for one of our construc- 
tions will be P, A 1, B 1, and these lie in an affine space of dimension 
2n 2 + 2(n - 2r  - 1) 2. Here of course all dimensions are computed over k; so 
variables like the entries in P, free to vary over E, each contribute 2 to the 
dimension. 
As in the symmetric case, Lemma 1 with Q=P*  gives b*=a 1 and 
Q33 = (p33). ,  and Lemma 3 then still works. In Lemma 2 we get v = w*. 
The conditions on the ci+j now say 
c ,* j=  -  (8 1A1) ' 2B ; 'w  - c,+j. 
Since v = w* and A 1, B 1 are  Hermitian, the v, w term here lies in k. Hence 
we can indeed solve for the c i + i" The solutions now are not unique, however: 
we can replace ci+ j by any q+j + d~+j where d*+i + d~+ i = 0. Thus the fiber 
dimensions eem to come out 2+2(n  - 2r  - 1) 2 +2(n - 2r - 1)+2r ,  from b 
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and p~3 and w and the d i+i. Subtracting, we seem to get image dimensions 
2n 2 - 2n + 2r for the various constructions. 
The word "seem" has suddenly appeared here, because we have not in 
fact proved these dimension statements. In our previous ituations, we could 
say they were valid, because the numbers remained the same when we 
allowed the field to be algebraically closed. Here we have formulated all our 
statements for fields k with a given quadratic extension, and they no longer 
make sense over the algebraic losure. What we must do is rewrite everything 
so that all the variables lie in k (rather than E); then we will indeed be able to 
pass to/~. 
The basic (and standard) fact involved is that the Hermitian matrices over 
E are just a twisted form of the arbitrary matrices over k. Explicitly, suppose 
we take a Hermitian matrix A 1 over E. It can be expressed uniquely in the 
form A 1( + ) + iA 1( - ), where A 1( + ) and A 1( - ) have entries in k and are 
(respectively) symmetric and skew. But suppose now that we allow entries in 
/~ (or any field containing i); then it is an arbitrary matrix over /~ that is 
expressed uniquely as A x( + ) + iA 1( - ) with A 1( + ) symmetric and A 1( - ) 
skew. Similarly, consider the matrix P, which in our Hermitian situation is 
P1 + iP~; here P1 and P2 are arbitrary matrices over k, and P* = p~r _ ip~r. If 
we allow P1 and P2 to have their entries in/~, then P1 + iP2 and p~r _ . tr ~e~ will 
be two arbitrary, tmrelated matrices over/~. 
Consider now our construction process that starts with P, AI, B 1 and 
yields a singular Hermitian pair involving (A(r ,  r), B(r, r)). The preceding 
arguments how that if we carry out this same process with variables in k 
rather than k, then we are simply performing our original construction of 
arbitrary singular pairs involving (A(r,  r), B(r, r)). Consulting Proposition 3, 
we see that the fiber dimensions over/~ are the same as those we computed in 
the Hermitian case. Thus indeed the dimensions of the images are what they 
seemed to be. Furthermore, we know from Theorem 2 that over/~ the pairs 
involving (A( r - 1, r - 1), B( r - I, r - 1)) are in the closure of those involving 
(A(r ,  r), B(r, r)). By Lemma 4, the same must be true for the Hermitian pairs 
over k. The largest possible value for r is [ (n -  1)/2], which gives codi- 
mension n + 1 for odd n and n +2 for even n. (Again here the largest 
singularity is most common.) The result then is this. 
THEOREM 4. Let k be an infinite field, char(k) ¢ 2. Let E be a quadratic 
extension o f  k. Among the pairs o f  Hermitian n × n matrices in E, the 
singular pairs form an irreducible closed set. Its codimension (over k) is n + 1 
i f  n is odd, and n + 2 i f  n is even. 
The assumption char(k):~ 2 was used only to produce the element i with 
i* = - i .  This simplified the proof that we got arbitrary pairs over /~. A 
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slightly longer argument will establish that fact, and hence will prove the 
theorem, for separable quadratic extensions E/k  in characteristic 2.
9. L INEARLY DEGENERATE PAIRS 
Following Friedland and Simon [3], we may call a pair of n × n matrices 
degenerate if det(~I  + A + xB) is a reducible polynomial. Let us call the pair 
linearly degenerate if there is actually a linear factor of the polynomial. 
Clearly ~ - a - bx is a factor iff 
0= det((a + bx)I  + A + xB) -  det((A + a I )+x(B  + bI)) ,  
iff the pair (A + aI, B + bI ) is singular. That is, we can construct he linearly 
degenerate pairs from singular pairs and pairs of scalars (in k) by sending 
(A, B,a, b) to (A + aI, B + hi). 
To compute the size of the image, we must as usual find the size of the 
fibers. Suppose that we get A + aI = A 1 d- alI and B + bI = B 1 + blI. Then 
A 1 = A - (a x - a)I, and A 1 is supposed to be singular, so a 1 - a must be one 
of the eigenvalues of A. Similarly, b I - b is one of the eigenvalues of B. Hence 
there are only finitely many possibilities for a 1 and b 1, and of course they 
(together with A, B, a, b) determine A1 and B 1. Thus the fibers are finite, and 
we get our last result: 
PROPOSITION 4. For arbitrary matrices, or symmetric matrices, or 
Hermitian matrices, the set of  linearly degenerate pairs has dimension exactly 
2 greater than the set of  singular pairs. 
It is announced in [3], with proof supposed to appear in [2], that the set of 
all degenerate self-adjoint pairs (symmetric or Hennitian) has no greater 
dimension than the linearly degenerate ones. Hence Proposition 4 will hold 
for the set of all degenerate self-adjoint pairs. That is, the degenerate 
symmetric pairs have codimension  - 1, and the degenerate Hermitian pairs 
have codimension  - 1 for odd n and codimension  for even n. For k = R, 
this confirms the result conjectured in [3], where families of degenerate pairs 
were constructed to show that the codimensions were at most this large. In 
the Hermitian case, this question originally arose in quantum mechanics [1]. 
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